Welcome to the 18th ACSAC

LouAnna Notargiacomo, Program Chair
Dan Thomsen, Program Co-Chair
Christoph Schuba, European Program Co-Chair

Papers, Panels, and Case Studies

- Refereed papers fora and forums in tracks A & B
- Case studies in track C
  - Presentations on latest products & solutions
  - No formal papers required
  - Published on web page, but not in proceedings
  - For next year, contact case_studies@acsac.org
Features This Year

- **Classic papers**
  - Seminal works in computer security, updated!
  - Wed 3:30pm track A

- **Works In Progress**
  - Purpose: 10 minute descriptions of new work and discussion
  - 4 presentations set, 4 openings
  - Signup: Program Chairs, ASAP
  - All speakers meet me at 1:00 during lunch
  - Wednesday 5:15-6:30, room Parthenon 4

Lies, Damn Lies, and Statistics: Paper Submissions

- **102 submissions** *
  - 22 Europe (7 countries)
  - 12 Asia (5 countries)
  - 56 USA & 5 Canada
  - 7 other (3 countries)

(*) As defined by country of submitting author
Lies, Damn Lies, and Statistics: Paper Acceptance

- 19 USA
- 1 Canada
- 12 Europe
  - 4 UK
  - 1 Switzerland
  - 2 Germany
  - 1 The Netherlands
  - 3 Austria
  - 1 Italy
- 1 Australia

Fluency with English language a major factor in paper acceptance

Lies, Damn Lies, and Statistics: Paper Acceptance

- 70 papers submitted by June 1st deadline
- 32 granted week extension
- 28.5% of papers submitted by deadline were accepted
- 40.6% of papers granted an extension were accepted
- 4 of 5 papers being considered for Best Paper were granted an extension

THOSE LAST FEW DAYS OF POLISH PAY OFF!
Lies, Damn Lies, and Statistics: Paper Reviews & Reviewers

- Reviewers
  - 113 reviewers representing 17 countries
- Review Process
  - Each reviewer read 4-5 papers
  - Almost 500 total reviews submitted
  - All reviews are double-blind
  - Student papers are not distinguished during review
- All done electronically
- Each paper has an advocate at the Program Committee Meeting

Lies, Damn Lies, and Statistics: Acceptance Rates

- Papers
  - 33 of 102 accepted, does not include the 3 Classic Papers
- Case Studies
  - 18 of 32 accepted
- Panels and forums
  - 4 of 8 accepted
  - Some rejected because members could not attend – please secure members before submission
How to Help ACSAC

• Present your work at WIP this week!
• Write a paper! If you need help, ask!
• Become a reviewer!
• Propose a tutorial/panel/forum/case study!
• Volunteer to be a session chair!
• For any of the above, send a note to program_chair@acsac.org

Thank you!

• Dan Thomsen, Program Co-Chair
• Christoph Schuba, European Co-Chair
• Robert Zakon, Web Master
• Jody Heaney, Panel/Forum Chair
• Daniel Faigin, Tutorials Chair
• Steve Rome, Case Studies Chair
• Art Friedman, Publications Chair
• Andre dos Santos, Student Awards Chair
• Dan Thomsen, Classic Papers Coordinator
• Chenxi Wang, WIP Coordinator
• Program Committee (see list in proceedings)
• Review Committee (see list in proceedings)
• And most of all: AUTHORS!!!